2013 Game Reports for Week 5

SLW Black
The Falcons SLW Black started the 5th QTR on defense. The D-line was impressive with good
pressure by Peltz, Kenny, Bromberek, Wuske and Fushi. Szott and Faille made great pushes to
blow up plays in the Orland Hills backfield. Tackles by Janowski, Dickhaut, Slager, Serauskis,
Dell and Derkacy held the Wolves to one TD. On offense we saw the O-line in a dogfight with
impressive blocking by Ransford, Zuranski and Samuel McKenna. Tough runs by Crean and
Slager set up our only touch down on a great run by Serauskis. Final score 6-6.
SLW Blue
With storms rolling in, the white squad took an early and aggressive start to the field. True to
form, they powered through rain, wind, and cold to show the Jr. Knights what they are made of.
Poynton, Muhammad and Wills scored 3 TD’s with great defensive effort from Vanderkin and
Ho. Powered runs by Maher and Rodriquez helped moved the ball down the field with Wills,
Walenga, Skrzynski, Chambers, Cumbee, Collins, and Alfano fueling the line. Great defensive
blocking by Winters, Byrne, Pope, and the rest of the defensive team kept the Jr. Knights
offense at bay. As clouds loomed high, blue struggled through a gloomy 1st half, but went on to
see an amazing 50 yard run from Wiechers, capped off by a TD by LaPonte, thanks to fearless
blocking by Curtin, Sroka, Straight, Duggan, Ezell, Kekatos and K-Ski. Unfortunately the wet
conditions and a strong Jr. Knight defense kept blue from scoring a 2nd TD. Great defensive
efforts were made in slippery conditions by Falejczyk, Johnson, Spencer, Kwiecinski, and
Kocka, but unfortunately the Jr. Knights offense was on fire going on to finish with a 31-6
victory.
LW Black
The LW Black 5Q team beat the Orland Hills Wolves 18-6. The defense showed itself strong
with tackles from Ruminski, Crowley, Kepuraitis, Dillman, Benn, and Nair. The highlight of the
5Q’s offensive play was a completed pass from Dillman to Crowley which set up a touchdown
by Nair.
The Falcons defense dominated the Wolves throughout the first half of the regular game with an
interception by Brown in the first quarter and a pick six by Townsend in the second. (This is the
second game in a row in which Townsend has had an interception.) Brown, Pierre-Antoine,
McCreary, Herlihy, Keegan, and Heerde also contributed positive yardage. With continued
excellence on defense in the second half (great tackles by Clark, Majcina, Pfister-Arcos,
Heerde, Keegan, Young, Ramsey, Mize, and Brown), an onside kick recovery, and a touchdown
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by Young, LW Black triumphed over Orland Hills with a score of 12-0.
LW Blue
5Q Blue extended their unbeaten streak in a victory over New Lenox as the defense shut out
the Knights. Maniatis had two TFL’s to start the game; Michaels caused a fumble with a hard hit,
and Adamo, Cunningham, Hosey, Willis, and Wright all recorded tackles. The offense controlled
the ball as Dauber ran hard behind RBell and Neary blocks, Paul had a good gain off Hosey and
GBell, JElgas scored on a pitch from Jones, and later swept outside for his second TD. In game
two, LWBlue suffered its first loss. The offense had a tough go despite the best efforts of hard
running BElgas, Straight, and Teodoro and tough blocking of Nelson, Emery, and Tremblay.
Scianna led the defense with multiple stops and a huge TFL on a 4th down conversion attempt.
Villa, Michaels, Rekhart, Wiechers, Paull, Simon, Page, Stolarek,and Belavich all made the stat
sheet with tackles.

LW White
Iaderosa handed off to Bruno for a short gain. He followed up with delivering the ball to Dochee
who ran in for a touchdown. Soon after, Iaderosa scored on a keeper. In the last play of the fifth
quarter, Iaderosa threw an amazing pass to Low.
The quarter was off to a great start. Matthew Bruns caught a perfect Sicinski pass. Ronza
brought the ball into the end zone. Hawkinson, Kraft, VanderKooi and Glatz provided awesome
blocking that allowed Sicinski to score a couple of touchdowns. Paliga’s interception enabled
another Sicinski touchdown. Jack Bruns, Falcone, Colin Hackett, Miritello, Amendola and Lizak
were the heavy hitters of the day. Rispoli ended the game with an interception. The white
Falcons enjoyed a homecoming victory in defeating the Patriots 24 to 14.

JV Black
In the main game Purpura had a good tackle on the first series but we found ourselves down 06 early on. Our O-line fought hard to grind out some tough yardage on the ground. Outstanding
blocking by Suva, Jedlowski, Durkin, Heerde and Nevinger set up runs by Max McKenna,
Parrish and Welker. Januszewski had a fantastic 37 yard run to score a touchdown late in the
2nd QTR to get us close. Falcons 6 – Wolves 12. The Falcons defense recovered a fumble with
1:23 left in the first half but were unable to capitalize. Our defense fought valiantly with good
pressure by Crowley, Benn and Butkowski. Tackles by Max McKenna, Welker, Parrish, Philips,
Peabody and Purpura. Final score 6-24. DBShelton began the drive on offense catching the
kick return from the Wolves. Malito, Bullington, and Grimm all continued the drive setting up
Clarke to score the 1st touchdown of the game. During the 2nd Quarter, Johnson, Stewart,
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Dickhaut, Grimm, Parish, DMShelton, Clarke, Parnello, and DBShelton pounded the Wolve’s
offense allowing Malito to score an interception, Rojas to score a touchdown, and Greenawalt to
score the first field goal of the game. DBShelton steals a fumble, Grimm scores a touchdown
and Greenawalt scores the 2nd field goal of the game. During the 3rd Quarter, McKinney and
Malito continue to punish the Wolves forcing a turnover on downs which set the stage for
Johnson to score the final touchdown of the game….Falcons 28 Wolves 6. The 1st play of the
5th Quarter, McKinney scored a touchdown followed by Zajac and Rojas. Lieser, Johnson,
Zajac, Potts, Casey, and Rojas all played great defense….Falcons 18 Wolves 0.

JV Blue
JV Blue Prevails Despite Weather
JV Blue improved their record to 5-0 beating a talented New Lenox Jr. Knight team 6-0 on their
Homecoming. Mother Nature wreaked havoc on the game with a steady, heavy rain for most
part of the game. Despite the challenges, JV Blue’s defense came to play. Judd provided the
scoring needed on a QB keeper. Teodoro, Christensen, Selvaggio, Evans and Lang, kept tight
hold of the slippery ball all game. Once again the defense was outstanding as they continued
their streak of not being scored against, this year. The 5th quarter squad battled the Knights to a
7-7 tie. Franklin, Alsguson, Hosey, Eul and Polad led the Offense, while Bragiel, Kingsberry,
Hahn and A.Ostrowski played strong on Defense. On this day,Mother Nature was a force to be
reckoned with, but JV Blue came to play!

JV White
With a stifling team defense and an offense firing on all cylinders, JV White shut down the
Manhattan Patriots and cruised to a 27-0 victory. The defense, which consists of Murray,
Criscione, Gritzenbach, Vaundry, Tomczak, Jelley, Simental, Ciatteo, Lublow, Manning, and
Russo, has been a force all season . Justin Lublow had a big day with two interceptions, and the
D-line took away the running game.
After a quiet 1st quarter, the offense got going and never looked back. Jake Tomczak
connected with Mike Manning for the first score of the game, who then punched in the extra
point. After Lublow's first interception, Manning ran one in for his second TD of the day.
Tomczak then hit Manning for a long pass to set up a TD run of his own, Manning had the XP.
The scoring was capped off with Tomczak's second TD pass of the day, this one a deep one to
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Larry Burks.
Varsity Black
The Frankfort Black Falcons traveled to Orland Hills trying not to look past the Wolves, with the
showdown against Frankfort White (4-1) looming just one week away. But instead of a ‘looking
over’ the Wolves, the Falcons ‘worked them over’ winning by a lop-sided score of 35-6.
The domination began in the fifth quarter, as the Falcons Defense, led by Kevin O’Brien, Aaron
Barber and Jason Maciejewski, stuffed the Wolves attack. Joey Ansari, Caden Wise, Mason
Sargent and Julian Flores all brought down Orland ball carriers.
One knew it was to be Frankfort’s day, as Jon Novak recovered a Wolves fumble on the
opening kick-off. Then, on the very next play from scrimmage, Conor Townsend took the
handoff from QB Michael Bocker and ran 35 yards untouched for a Falcon touchdown. It would
be the first of three TDs Townsend would score in the game, behind gaping holes provided by
the Offensive Line, consisting of Calvin Covaciu, O’Brien and Connor Nelligan. Joshua Yule
also blocked well. John Bartusiewicz added some nice down-field blocking, while Cody Geijer
gained some tough yards on the ground. Turner Pallisard and Brandon Petkoff also added TD
runs, to open up a 35-0 lead.
The Defense was suffocating all game long, allowing only one score. Jacob Tencza and
Nicholas Rizzuto controlled the inside, while Jack Sargent and Matthew Granberry swarmed on
the outside, leaving little room for the Wolves running game. Brett Jennrich and Jack Cohrs
also recorded tackles. The Orland passing game would do no better, as Welker and Townsend
each picked off a pass and the Wolves QB was flattened by a crushing sack from Nick
Mihajlovich. It was an emphatic tackle and a statement game by the Falcons (4-1) that could be
heard all the way back in Frankfort. Although there may be some (in White) pretending not to
notice.

Varsity Blue
The Homecoming ceremony started off during a deluge of rainfall as the Varsity Blue Falcons
took to the field against an undefeated New Lenox Knights team. The first quarter was a hard
hitting battle as the Falcons defense, led by Michaels, Seibert, Shafer, Lang, Christensen,
Warning, DeGregorio, and Montgomery put up a valiant effort against a bigger and stronger
offense. Team captain Cunningham, Herlihy and Flaherty provided moral support. Brilliant play
by Scianna, Bolsoni, Johnson, Walsh, O’Gorman, Salgado, Gossage, Dees, Doamlewski,
Ciciura, Ogarek, Kocka, Medina, Montgomery and Brajkovich, was still not enough to stop the
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bleeding caused by the Knight’s blade. At the end, the Falcons fell to the Knights, however, the
Falcons never gave up and fought until the end. After the game, the Falcons were able to lick
their wounds and celebrate as a team with some pizza and ice cream. In the end, not a total
loss.
Varsity White
Falcons Varsity White dominates Manhattan Patriots
Falcons Varsity White played an exceptional game against the Patriots. Their faith was greater
than their fear.
Carr and Gold played with passion resulting in many big tackles. Our Defensive Line made up
of Bachler, Corbett, Gold, Huguelet, Kazmierczak, Narel, Sottosanto, Stanevicius and
Varchetto were committed to the challenges and dominated with many outstanding plays
throughout the game.
McGivern connected with Morrissey for the first touchdown of the game. Rodriguez kicked the
extra point resulting in White leading 8-0 in the first quarter. McGivern’s focus shinned as he
intercepted the ball for a first down and Rodriguez finished up the first quarter scoring the
second touchdown.
Falcons White continued the second quarter with strength and determination. Highlights
include McGivern connecting with Bachler and Morrissey and Rodriguez finishing up the second
quarter by kicking the extra point.
Final White Wins 28-0
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